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Abstract. Architectural Design Patterns (ADPs) restrict the design of an architecture with the aim to guarantee certain properties. Verifying ADPs requires to
show that the imposed constraints indeed lead to the claimed guarantees and it is
best done using interactive theorem proving (ITP). ITP, however, requires knowledge which is usually not available in the architecture community, which is why
the technology is rarely used for the verification of patterns. To address this problem, we are working on a tool which supports the interactive verification of ADPs
at a level of abstraction familiar to an architect. In the following paper, we introduce the tool and demonstrate it by means of a running example: we model a
version of the Publisher-Subscriber pattern with a corresponding guarantee and
verify it in a generated Isabelle/HOL theory.
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Introduction

Architectural design patterns (ADPs) are an important concept in software engineering
and regarded as one of the major tools to support an architect in the conceptualization
and analysis of software systems [16]. They capture architectural design experience
and provide abstract solutions to recurring architectural design problems. Thereby, they
constrain an architectural design and guarantee some desired safety/liveness properties
for architectures implementing the pattern. Thus, verifying ADPs requires to show that
the constraints imposed by an ADP indeed lead to architectures satisfying the claimed
guarantees. Due to the abstract nature of patterns, verification requires axiomatic reasoning and is usually done using interactive theorem proving (ITP) [12]. ITP, however,
has a steep learning curve and requires expertise which is not always available in the
architecture community. Thus, the potential of the technology is not yet fully explored
for the verification of ADPs.
In an effort to lower the entry barriers and make the technology available to the
broader software architecture community, we are developing FACT UM Studio, a tool
which supports the interactive verification of ADPs at a level of abstraction familiar
to an architect. Currently, its main features include support for the modeling of ADPs
and the generation of corresponding Isabelle/HOL [15] theories. Thereby, it implements
several languages, graphical as well as textual, to model different aspects of an ADP:
abstract datatypes, component types, architectural constraints, and architectural guarantees. In this paper, we introduce FACT UM Studio: We describe its main features

and demonstrate it in terms of a small, running example. The tool itself, as well as a
step-by-step tutorial to reconstruct the running example, is provided online [7].

2

Overview of Core Features

Currently, FACT UM Studio provides the following core features to support the axiomatic specification of ADPs:
– Specification of abstract datatypes.
– Graphical modeling of component types.
– Specification of architectural constraints.
– Specification of architectural guarantees.
Thereby, FACT UM Studio provides rigorous type-checking mechanisms to support a
user in the specification. Moreover, the tool allows to automatically generate a corresponding Isabelle/HOL theory from a given specification according to the algorithm
presented in [12]. In the following, we describe each of the features in more detail and
demonstrate them by means of a running example 1 .
Example 1 (Running example: Publisher-Subscriber architectures). The purpose of the
Publisher-Subscriber pattern is to achieve a “flexible” way of communication between
components of an architecture. Thereby, the pattern requires the existence of two types
of components: publisher and subscriber components. Subscribers can register for certain events by sending special subscription messages to publisher components. Publishers, on the other hand, can send out messages which are associated to certain events.
Moreover, the pattern requires that a subscriber component is connected to a publisher,
whenever the latter sends out a message for which the former previously subscribed.
In return, the pattern guarantees for an architecture which satisfies these requirements,
that a subscriber indeed receives all the messages associated to events for which he is
subscribed.
t
u
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Specifying Data Types

Data types in FACT UM Studio are specified using traditional, algebraic specification
techniques [3,17]. Therefore, for each datatype specification, we first provide a list of
sorts. Then, we may use the sorts to specify characteristic functions for a data type. Finally, we may add axioms to characterize the behavior of the different functions. FACT UM Studio supports the specification of data types by means of two features: (i) First,
it ensures that sorts used in a function specification do indeed exist. (ii) Moreover, it
ensures that the parameters provided to a function in the specification of the axioms are
consistent with the function’s signature.
Example 2 (Datatypes for Publisher-Subscriber architectures). The left-hand side of
Fig. 1 depicts the specification of data types for the Publisher-Subscriber example in
FACT UM Studio. It contains two datatype specifications: Event and Subscription.
1

Note that the example is intentionally kept simple since its purpose is to demonstrate the tool’s
main features, rather than evaluating it in a real-world setting.

Fig. 1. Datatype specification for Publisher-Subscriber architectures.

Specification Event contains the events (and sets of events) for which subscribers may
subscribe as well as corresponding messages. Moreover, it declares a function evt to
associate messages with events, and a predicate in to check whether an event is indeed
contained within a set of events. Specification Subscription, on the other hand, contains
identifiers SID for subscriber components and the actual subscriptions SBS. Moreover,
it declares corresponding functions, sub and unsub, to subscribe to, and unsubscribe
from events.
The right-hand side of Fig. 1 demonstrates a situation in which we used a nonexistent sort ABC to specify operation sub. As shown in the figure, FACT UM Studio
notifies the user about such erroneous situations. Moreover, it even suggests a list of
existing sorts which may be used to fix the problem.
t
u
Note that for our simple example, we did not even require to characterize the meaning
of our declared functions and thus we did not specify any axioms for them. In more
complicated examples, however, we may also specify axioms for datatype functions,
which can then be used for the verification of the pattern. FACT UM Studio would support such specifications and ensure that the parameters provided to a function reference
do indeed match the function’s signature.
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Modeling Interfaces

Interfaces for components are modeled in FACT UM Studio using so-called architecture
diagrams [12]. Thereby, an interface is represented as a labeled rectangle with empty
and filled circles, denoting input and output ports, respectively. Ports are typed by the
datatypes introduced for the pattern by assigning a corresponding sort from the pattern’s datatype specification to each port. In addition to specify interfaces, architecture
diagrams may also be used to graphically express common architectural constraints.
To this end, interfaces may be annotated with constraints about the activation of components. Moreover, connections between interface ports denote constraints about the
connections between the corresponding ports of components.
Example 3 (Architecture diagram for Publisher-Subscriber architectures). Figure 2 depicts the specification of interfaces in FACT UM Studio for the Publisher-Subscriber
example. The left-hand side shows the corresponding architecture diagram: It consists
of two interfaces, Publisher and Subscriber, with one corresponding input and
output port for both of them. Input port psb of the Publisher interface and output

Fig. 2. Architecture diagram for Publisher-Subscriber architectures.

port ssb of the Subscriber interface are both typed by sort EVT introduced in Ex. 2.
Moreover, the Publisher’s output port pnt and the Subscriber’s input port snt
are both typed by sort MSG. The connection between ports ssb and psb specifies a
constraint regarding the connection of corresponding ports for publisher and subscriber
components, and it is discussed in more detail in the next section.
The right-hand side of Fig. 2 depicts the property panel for the publisher’s input port
psb: it contains its name and the names of connected ports, and allows to set the type of
the port by assigning a corresponding sort from the pattern’s datatype specification. t
u
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Adding Architectural Constraints

As discussed in [9,13], there exist 4 types of constraints for ADPs: (i) constraints for
datatypes, (ii) constraints about the behavior of components, (iii) constraints about component activation, and (iv) connection between component ports. FACT UM Studio implements languages for the specification of all of these types of constraints and provides
rigorous type checking to support a user in their specification. Constraints for data types
are specified in terms of axioms for the datatypes functions as already discussed in
Sec. 3.
Constraints about component behavior are specified for interfaces in terms of socalled behavior trace assertions [10]: linear temporal logic formulæ with terms formulated by port names and datatype functions. By adding a behavior trace assertion to an
interface, we obtain a corresponding component type, i.e., an interface with assertions
about the behavior of corresponding components.
Constraints about component activation and connections between ports are expressed
by means of so-called architecture trace assertions: linear temporal logic formulæ with
special predicates to denote component activation and port connection. Compared to
behavior trace assertions (which are specified over a single interface), architecture trace
assertions are specified over an architecture (a set of components). Thus, their specification relies on the concept of component variables: variables which are interpreted by
components of a certain type.
Example 4 (Architectural constraints for Publisher-Subscriber architectures). The lefthand side of Fig. 3 depicts the specification of two architectural constraints for Publisher-

Fig. 3. Architectural constraints for Publisher-Subscriber architectures.

Subscriber architectures in FACT UM Studio: act_pb requires that a publisher component is always activated and unique and conn_sb requires that a subscriber component
is connected to the unique publisher component, whenever the latter sends out a message for which the subscriber is subscribed. To specify the constraints, we first declared
three component variables: a rigid2 one p and a flexible3 one q for publisher components
as well as a rigid one s for subscriber components. In addition, we declared one rigid
datatype variable e for events, i.e., messages of type EVT. Then, we specified the two
constraints in terms of two linear temporal logic formulæ over these variables. Therefore, we use four, so-called, architecture predicates to denote i. valuation of component
ports with certain messages (val), ii. component activation (cAct), iii. connection
between component ports (conn), and iv. equality of components (eq).
The right-hand side of Fig. 3 demonstrates some of FACT UM Studio’s features to
support the specification of architectural constraints. One convenient feature, which is
demonstrated at the top of the figure, is its support to specify component ports: whenever such a port is used in the specification, the tool ensures that the port is indeed
consistent with the type of the corresponding component variable. Thus, since variable
s is of type Subscriber, only ports snt and ssb, declared for a subscriber interface,
can be referenced. Another convenient feature is the signature check, as demonstrated
at the bottom of the figure: whenever we use a datatype function, FACT UM Studio ensures that the parameters passed to the function (either port values or other functions)
are indeed consistent with the function’s signature (as specified in the corresponding
datatype specification). Thus, since function sub was declared to take two parameters
only (see Sec. 2), we are indeed not allowed to pass more than two parameter to sub.

6

Specifying Architectural Guarantees

Architectural guarantees are specified similar to activation or connection constraints
using architecture trace assertions (as introduced in Sec. 5). Consequently, FACT UM
Studio supports its specification with the same features as described in Sec. 5 for the
specification of architectural constraints.
2
3

A rigid variable keeps its value over time.
A flexible variable is newly interpreted at each point in time.

Example 5 (A guarantee for Publisher-Subscriber architectures). Figure 4 depicts the
specification of an architectural guarantee delivery for Publisher-Subscriber architectures in FACT UM Studio. It ensures that a subscriber indeed receives all the messages
for which he is subscribed and it is specified in a similar manner as the architectural assumptions discussed in Ex. 4 using component variables and architecture predicates. As
mentioned before, FACT UM Studio provides similar support for the specification of architectural guarantees as it does for architectural assumptions: correct use of component
variables and architecture predicates as well as type checking for datatype functions and
ports.

7

Verifying the Pattern

After specifying a pattern in FACT UM Studio, we can generate corresponding Isabelle/HOL theories. The theory consists of an Isabelle/HOL locale [2] specification,
which contains corresponding assumptions for each architectural constraint. Moreover,
the pattern’s guarantee is used to generate a corresponding Isabelle/HOL theorem for
the locale which can then be proved using our calculus for dynamic architectures [11].
Example 6 (Mapping Publisher-Subscriber architectures). Using FACT UM Studio, we
can create an Isabelle/HOL theory for the Publisher-Subscriber pattern containing assumptions for all the architectural constraints specified so far. Moreover, the theory
contains also a theorem derived from the corresponding architectural guarantee. The
generated theorem can be easily proved from the assumption using Isabelle/Isar 4 .

8

Related Work

In the following, we present reviews of related tools that provide support for software
architecture specification and verification. For instance, The Alloy Analyzer [8] is an
automated modeling and analysis tool, based on a declarative language named Alloy.
It supports the specification of constraints which can then be transformed to a corresponding specification for the Boolean SAT Solver Kodkod for analysis. Acme Studio [6] is a tool which focuses on the structural representations of architectural designs
4

A corresponding proof is provided online in this paper’s supplementary electronic material.

Fig. 4. A guarantee for Publisher-Subscriber architectures.

and which provides an editor and visualization environment. It supports analysis of
specifications by means of static checks using the Armani constraint checker. ArchStudio [5] provides an Eclipse-based environment for architecture specifications. It uses
the Schematron XML constraint engine for static analyses. RoboCalc [14] supports
the modeling and analysis of autonomous mobile robots, based on an UML-like notation called RoboChart. It supports analyses of such models using model checking.
AutoFocus [1] supports the development process of software-intensive, embedded systems, starting from requirements to code generation. It allows translating models to the
NuSMV/nuXmv model checker for analysis. VerCors (VCE) [4] is a platform to support the graphical specification of architectures based on the Grid Component Model
(GCM). It supports the analysis of such models through model checking and equivalence checking.
While all these tools can be used to specify and analyze architectures or even architectural constraints, they focus mainly on automatic analyses and thus lack the support for component types. With the work presented in this paper, we complement these
approaches by providing an alternative approach to architecture analysis, based on axiomatic specification techniques and interactive theorem proving.

9

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced FACT UM Studio, a tool to support the axiomatic specification and verification of architectural design patterns (ADPs). The tool allows to specify
an ADP using a combination of graphical and textual elements and supports the specification by various type checking mechanisms. Then, a corresponding Isabelle/HOL
theory can be generated out of the specification.
Our overall goal is the development of tools to support the interactive verification
of ADPs. With the work presented in this paper, we provide an important, first step
towards this goal. There is, however, still some missing elements to fully achieve this
goal, which leads to future work: (i) The specification language should be extended
to deal with more advanced features, such as parametric component types and hierarchical specifications. (ii) The output of Isabelle/HOL should be interpreted back into
the modeling environment. (iii) In the long term, FACT UM Studio should also support
modeling of proofs at the architecture level.
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